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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1852, Steiner [1] proposed the problem of determining those in- 
tegers n for which there exists a set, S, of cardinality n and a collection, 
8, of subsets of S each of cardinality 3 such that every subset of S of 
cardinality 2 is contained in precisely one element of u ~. u ~ is called a 
Steiner triple system on S. Elementary counting arguments how that 
has cardinality n(n  - -  1)/6 and that n = 1, 3 (mod. 6). Given that such 
exist he also asked for the number of inequivalent triple systems under 
the action of the symmetric group on S. 
It was quickly established that the necessary condition for existence, 
namely n ~,  3 (mod. 6), was also sufficient. The problem of determining 
the number of inequivalent systems seems much harder. To date one 
knows that for n = l, 3, 7, 9 there is essentially only one Steiner triple 
system; that for n = 13 there are essentially two; and that for n = 15 
there are essentially 80. For details see Netto [2] and Hall and Swift [3]. 
In this note we adapt an idea of Ju. L. Vacil'ev [4] and prove that for 
n -  2" -  1 the number of inequivalent Steiner triple systems goes 
to infinity with m. A special case of Vacil'ev's construction has been 
known for many years; see, e.g., Th. Skolem's Note 16 in E2]. We will, 
in fact, produce in a rather crude way a lower bound on the number of 
inequivalent triple systems on a set of cardinality 2"~ -- I. For low values 
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of m this bound is useless. However, Vacil'ev's construction is powerful 
enough to show that there are at least two inequivalent systems for 
m~4,  where n=2 'n -  1. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION 
Let v ~ be a triple system on S, where S has cardinality n. (We allow 
n = 1; in this case the unique triple system is ~ = % the empty set.) 
Suppose ;~ is a function on v ~ with values 0 or 1. F rom these data we 
will construct a triple system on a set of  cardinality 2n q- 1; observe 
that S, ~, and ;~ are arbitrary. 
Let T = S • {0,1} L) {*} where * is a new symbol; for s in S we 
write So for the ordered pair < s, 0 > and s~ for the ordered pair < s, 1 >.  
We form the following set e of triples on T: 
(i) for s e S, {So, sl, *} ~ e; 
(ii) for D = {r, s, t} e v ~ with ;~(D) ----- 0; 
{rl, Sl, tl}, {rl, so, to}, {ro, Sl, to}, {ro, So, tl} e e ;  
(iii) for D = {r, s, t} ~ v ~ with ;L(D) ----- 1, {ro, So, to}, {ro, s~, h}, 
{rl, So, tl}, {rl, Sl, to} e e. 
Clearly, the cardinality of e is not greater than 
n--t-4 n(n -- 1) _ (2n-t- 1)2n 
6 6 
Thus, in order to show that e is a Steiner triple system on T, it is suf- 
ficient to show that if a and fl are distinct elements of  T, then there is 
an E in e with {a, fl} ~ E: 
(a) I f  either a or fl is * then the other is either an so or an sl and 
_ {s0, Sl, * }. 
(b) I f  a = So and fl = to where s :/= t, let r be such that {r, s, t} ~ ~. 
When ).({r, s, t}) = 0, we have that {a, fl} _ {rl, so, to} ~ e; when 
).({r, s, t}) ---- 1, that {a, fl} ~ {ro, So, to} ~ e. 
(c) If  a = sl and fl = tl where s =/= t, again let r be such that {r, s, t} 
~#.  When ;~({r,s,t})=O, we have that (a, f l}c_ {rl, s~,t~}~ e; 
when ),(.{r, s, t}) = 1, that {a, fl} ~ {r o, sl, h} ~ e. 
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(d) I fa=so  and f l=q,  then, for s=t ,  {tr, fl}__c {so, sx,*}. For 
s:)/=t, let r be such that ( r , s , t}~0.  When 2((r, s, t}) = 0, (cqfl} 
-~ {ro, so, t l}6e ;  when 2((r, s, t}) ----- 1,{a, f l )_c (rl, so, t l}6e .  
Hence we have shown that e is a Steiner triple system on T. Observe 
that the well-known construction of  Skolem is that for 2 identically 0. 
It was Vacil'ev's idea to introduce 4; his construction related to close- 
packed or perfect codes, which are intimately related to Steiner systems. 
LEMMA 1. Given ~, a triple system on S, and two functions, 2 and 2' 
from ~ to [0,1 ] , / f  2 --~ 2', then the triple systems, e and e', constructed in
the above manner are distinct. 
PROOF. Let D in u ~ be such that 2(D) -T& 2'(D). It is no loss of  generality 
to assume that 2(D) = 0 and 2'(D) = 1. If  D : {r, s, t}, then {rl, So, to} 
e and {ro, So, to} ~ g. But no two triples of  a given system have two 
elements in common. Thus E 5& e'. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose ~k and t~' are distinct triple systems on S and 2: 
0 ~ {0, 1 }, 2': u ~' ~ {0, 1 } are arbitrary functions. I f  e and e' are the 
triple systems on T constructed from (~, 4) and (~', 2'), respectively, then 
E~E t. 
PROOF. Suppose D is a triple of  u ~ but not of ~'. I f  D = {r, s, t}, let 
D '= {r', s, r} be a triple of  D', r ~ r'. I f  2 (D)= 0 and 2 ' (D ' )= 0, 
{rl, sl, fi} ~ e and {rl', Sl, fi} 6 e', which shows that e 5t= e'. Similarly 
if 2 (D)= 1 = 2'(D)'. Thus we can assume 2(D)= 0 and 2 ' (D)= 1. 
But then {rl, Sl, fi} ~ e and {r0', sl, q} 6 e' and e : f ie ' .  This completes 
the proof. 
For  convenience we now restrict ourselves to those n of  the form 
2" -- 1. Let N(m) denote the number of  distinct triple systems on a set 
of cardinality 2 '~ -- 1, M(m) denote the number of inequivalent riple 
systems on a set of  cardinality 2 '~ -- 1. Clearly, 
(2 m -- 1) ! M(m) >= N(m). 
THEOREM 1 : 
1 
N(m) ~ 2 (4 ra-x- 1) - -  (2 m- l -  1) -[- ~ (m -- 1) 
and hence lim M(m) = co. 
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PROOF. Let 
q0(t) = 
(2 t -  1) (2 l -x -  1) 
qo(t) is the number  of triples of a triple system on a set of cardinality 
2 t --  1. Lemmas 1 and 2 show that 
N(rn -b 1) ~ N(m)  9 2~ I''~. 
Since N(1)= 1, we have that 
But 
m-1 
__ ~- 2rt~l N(m)  > I I  2~'~ m-, ~p(l) 
l=1 
1 
"-~ tp(t) ---- -~-2 (4m_~ 1) -- (2 'n -~-  1) -1- ~ (m -- 1) 
t=l  
and hence we have the first part  of the theorem. The second part is a sim- 
ple application of Stirling's approximat ion for (2 'n -  1)! 
REMARK. Clearly Lemmas 1 and 2 prove that, if the number  of dis- 
tinct triple systems on a set of cardinality n is N, the number  of distinct 
systems on a set of cardinality 2n -1- 1 is at least N .  2 n o~-1~/6. In 
general there are many more;  e.g., Vaci l 'ev's construction will not get 
all the distinct systems of order 15 f rom the distinct ones of order 7. 
We finish up by proving 
THEOREM 2. For  m ~ 4, there are two inequivalent Steiner triple 
systems on a set of cardinality 2 'n -- I. 
PROOF. I t  is well known that for any m there is a Steiner triple system 
on a set S of cardinality 2 m -- 1 = n whose triples generate, over GF(2), 
a subspace of the full n-dimensional space every non-zero vector of 
which has at least three l 's, the given triples being the vectors of the 
subspace with precisely three l 's. (Here, to a triple D we associate its 
characteristic function, where the full space is the set of all functions 
on S with range {0, 1 }.) Let v ~ be such a system on S where S has cardi- 
nality 2 m -- 1 with m ~ 3. It  is a fact that choosing ). identically zero 
yields another such on a set of cardinality 2 m+l -- 1. But for m ~ 3 
we can find triples D1, D2, D3, D4 in v ~ with Da = D1 -~- D2 -~ D3. Take 
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~(Di) ~--- 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 and ~.(D4) ----- 0. A few moments '  reflection 
shows that for this choice of  A the triple system constructed yields a 
vector with two l ' s  under addit ion modulo  2. It therefore cannot  be 
equivalent o the wel l -known triple system. 
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